
What an exciting and eventful afternoon of rounders! The girls surpassed themselves today, with
examples of tight, effective fielding and some real power behind the bat. You thoroughly deserved your
medals today - I am very proud of you all.

Game one v Windlesham
We started strongly, displaying fast fielding skills that prevented the opposition from scoring many
runs. Chloe took a great catch and Zahra's quick thinking tightened our defences, preventing rounders,
she also scored half a rounder. Amelie M hit well, scoring a rounder. Score WIN 7-4

Game Two v Oakwood
Although our batting was not strong for this game, we made up for it with our fielding; Annabelle took
out two batters at 2p, receiving the ball from Tegan's fast hands. Amelie R stumped an amazing 4
players, receiving accurate balls from both Chloe and Daisy. Score WIN 6.5 - 4

Games 3 and 4 v Dorset House and Brighton and Hove Prep
Daisy took two big catches and Tegan one. Lucy ran well, scoring 1.5 rounders, and Poppy and Alice's
batting was on form, enabling another 1.5.
Results: WIN v Dorset House, Loss v Brighton

Game 5 v Burgess Hill
Annabelle had a strong game, scoring 1.5 and fielding very well. Chloe was the biggest scorer with 2
rounders, and Amelie's fielding at 1P was almost faultless. Score WIN 7.5 - 3

Semi-Final v Hurst
Now the nerves were bubbling up, but you remained in control; Daisy's bowling was fantastic, and Lucy
took a great stumping at 3p. Alice batted with power again. Score WIN 6.5 - 4

THE FINAL v Brambletye
The umpires were incredibly strict, taking both teams by surprise. Fielding saw Lucy take a big catch.
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Totals 39

1 Daisy Timberlake (5/6TPi) 4.5
3 Chloe Barratt (5/6DBr) 6.5
4 Lucy Pitman (5/6ITh) 4
5 Amelie Rank (5/6DBr) c 2.5
6 Tegan Lyne (5/6EDi) .5
7 Amelie Mazrani (5/6ITh) 4
8 Zahra Saebi (5/6TPi) .5
9 Poppy Langmead (5/6RAl) 3

10 Alice de Laszlo (5/6DBr) 4.5
11 Jemima Tracey (5/6RAl) 4
2 Annabelle Dodd (5/6TPi) 5
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Daisy and Chloe also took a catch, and Amelie M caught two! Tegan's fielding was slick and speedy.
Batting suddenly saw many balls hit straight into the air, resulting in 4 consecutive catches; however,
Lucy scored 1.5 rounders by careful watching of the ball, with runs by Alice and Amelie M. Score 6 - 4
to Brambletye

POM - Chloe, our biggest scorer of the day
MVP - Alice, for much-improved batting

Player of the match: Chloe Barratt (5/6DBr)

Most Valuable Player: Alice de Laszlo (5/6DBr)


